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Privacy policy 

Begner Agenturer AB collect, process and use personal data in accordance with applicable 
data protection laws.  

Begner Agenturer AB take technical and organizational safety measures to protect your 
personal data from being accessed by unauthorized persons and from being lost. We 
regularly review our routines to ensure our systems are safe and protected. We reserve the 
right to update our privacy policy on a continuous basis. 

 

Collection and processing of personal data 

Personal data is all information that can be associated with a living person, either directly or 
indirectly, e.g. name, address and email address. 

Begner Agenturer AB collect, process and use personal data, in accordance with applicable 
data protection laws, if needed for business transactions. E.g. for contact, customer 
requests, support issues or upon registration for our newsletter. 

Personal data received by Begner Agenturer AB is only used in accordance with the intended 
purpose and is based upon the following legal grounds: consent, agreement, legal obligation 
and legitimate interest. 

The personal data received can be transferred to other organizations and companies if 
considered necessary for managing the customer request. 

The data are saved for the above mentioned purposes as long as you, in your professional 
role, are a customer of Begner Agenturer AB, are considered to be a potential customer or 
Begner Agenturer AB believe our services may interest you. 

 

Links to other websites 

The websites that are linked from the Begner Agenturer AB website have been thoroughly 
reviewed before publication. However, Begner Agenturer AB have no influence on the 
contents of these websites and can therefore not be held responsible if the contents change 
leading to the linked website no longer complying with current legislation or our policy. 
Begner Agenturer AB recommend that you read the websites’ own privacy policies. 

  

The right to information and the right to have your personal data deleted 

You are welcome to get in touch with our contact person should you have any questions or 
concerns. You have the right to know what personal data we are processing about you and 
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may request a copy of these. You have the right to have any incorrect personal data 
corrected and you may ask us to delete your personal data. Please note that a restriction or 
deletion of your personal data may lead to us not being able to provide the services we 
normally provide. Please get in touch with our contact person if you wish to have your 
personal data corrected or deleted. 

 

You can at any time chose to unsubscribe from our newsletters. However, please note that 
your personal data will still be kept in our CRM system. If you wish your personal data to be 
deleted from our CRM system, please get in touch with our contact person. 

 

Personal data required for Begner Agenturer AB to comply with legal obligations can not be 
deleted based on the individual’s wishes. For example, data relating to records that, 
according to the Bookkeeping Act, need to be saved minimum seven years. 

 

If you are not satisfied with how we process your personal data you have the right to report 
this to the Data Inspectorate, who are the regulators for our processing of personal data. 

 

Responsible company:  Begner Agenturer AB 
Org no: 556787-2352 

Contact person: Maja Fredriksson 
maja.fredriksson@begner.com 


